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NCDEX Soybean

NCDEX Soybean (Aug) continues to rise gradually and is trading near contract high at Rs.3067. Strong immediate supports
are now placed at Rs.2950 / 2840 whereas Rs.3070 / 3160 are expected to act as stiff resistances. Sideways to bullish
move is likely to continue even this week. Dip buying is advised.

NCDEX Jeera

NCDEX Jeera (Aug) looks best of the Agri complex as it has already breached a symmetrical triangle price pattern near
Rs.19650 indicating strength. Strong supports are placed at Rs.19000 / 18300 whereas Rs.19700 / 20350 are expected to
act as resistances. Buying is advised on sustained breach above Rs.19700 mark.

NCDEX RMSeed

NCDEX RMSeed (Aug) continues to form lower highs and lower lows on the daily time frame. However, short-covering
could take it towards stiff resistance at Rs.3780- 3835 zone. Failure to breach the same would be an opportunity to create
short position. Strong supports are placed at Rs.3600 / 3460 level.

NCDEX RSO

NCDEX RSO (Aug) continues to rise gradually and there is no reversal sign yet. Key resistances are placed at Rs.657/ 673
mark whereas Rs.628 / 614 may act as strong supports. Dip buying is advised targeting Rs.657 level which is next crucial
breakout.

MCX CPO

MCX CPO continues to decline within downward sloping trend channel C-C1 forming lower highs and lower lows. However,
the 14-period RSI is showing bullish divergence and price is stable above Rs.475 mark indicating possibility of a pullback.
Thus, as long as above Rs.475, dip buying is advised. Higher resistance is placed at Rs.500 / 512 mark.

NCDEX Guarseed

NCDEX Guarseed (Oct) may continue to pull up gradually towards immediate resistances at Rs.3660 level. Strong supports
are placed at Rs.3400 - 3350 zone. The 14-period RSI is showing bullish divergence confirming the reversal. Thus, dip
buying is advised.
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